


Word Power | Arachne the Weaver & Review of Previous
Episode, Word Habitats

1. Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid below.
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ACROSS
1. If something provides a person, animal, or 

plant with ______, it provides them with 
the food that is necessary for life, growth, 
and good health.

3. If someone or something ______s, they do 
well and are successful, healthy, or strong.

DOWN
2. When something ______s or when 

something ______s it, it becomes dryer and 
smaller, often with lines in its surface, as a 
result of losing the water it contains.

5. To have a ______ for something means to 
be known or remembered for it.
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4. An ______ of different things or people is a 
large number or wide range of them.

7. If someone talks or behaves in a rather 
impolite and disrespectful way, you can 
call this behavior ______ or an ______.

9. If you ______ in an activity, you take part in 
it.

11. If something or someone ______s you, they 
make you extremely angry.

12. If you say that someone or something is 
______ of a quality or thing, you are 
emphasizing that they have none of it.

14. ______ is used to describe a climate or a 
place which is never extremely hot or 
extremely cold.

17. To ______ something or someone means to 
surround or enclose them, or to go round 
them.

19. To ______ something into something else 
means to change or convert it into that 
thing.

6. If a place is ______, it is impossible for 
people to live there, for example because 
it is dangerous or unhealthy.

7. ______ means very many, or too many to 
be counted.

8. If you ______ something that you have said 
or written, you say that you did not mean 
it.

10. If one thing ______s with another, they 
exist together at the same time or in the 
same place. You can also say that two 
things ______.

13. Something that is ______ is small and 
beautifully shaped.

15. An ______ is someone whose job requires 
skill with their hands.

16. ______ means extremely cold.
18. If someone ______s somewhere, they wait 

there secretly so that they cannot be seen, 
usually because they intend to do 
something bad.

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled
word in the space by the question number.

2.

food, nutrition, sustenance, nutriment
a. NOURISHMANT   b. NOURISHMENT   c. NOURICHMENT   d. NOURISSHMENT

3.

withdraw, take back, revoke, disown
a. RETRACCT   b. RATRACT   c. RETRACT   d. REZRACT

4.

To live together in peace
a. COEXIST   b. COEXICT   c. COEXISTE   d. KOEXIST

5.

Something's or someone's ______ is the opinion that people have about how good they 
are. If they have a good ______, people think they are good.

a. REPUTATION   b. REPUTATIONE   c. REPUTATTION   d. RAPUTATION

6.

surround, ring, circle, enclose
a. NCIRCL   b. ENCIRCEL   c. ENCIRCAL   d. ENCIRCLE

7.

prosper, do well, flourish, increase
a. THRIVE   b. THRIV   c. THRIVA   d. THRIVVE
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8.

freezing, cold, frozen, icy
a. FRIGIDE   b. FRIGID   c. FRIGED   d. FRRIGID

9.

Something that is ______ has a color, taste, or smell which is pleasant and not strong or 
intense.

a. DELICATE   b. DELICEAT   c. DELIKATE   d. DELLICATE

10.

hide, sneak, crouch, prowl
a. LUFK   b. LURRK   c. LERK   d. LURK

11.

wither, dry (up), wilt, shrink
a. SHRIVEL   b. SHRIVELE   c. SHRIVELL   d. CHRIVEL

12.

An ______ of objects is a collection of them that is displayed or arranged in a particular 
way.

a. ARRAEE   b. ARRAY   c. ARAY   d. ARRAE

13.

mild, moderate, balmy, fair
a. TMPRAT   b. TEMPEREAT   c. TEMPIRATE   d. TEMPERATE

14.

craftsman or woman or person, technician, mechanic, journeyman
a. ARTIGAN   b. ARTISAN   c. ARTTISAN   d. ARTISYN

15.

To ______ something or someone means to change them completely and suddenly so 
that they are much better or more attractive.

a. TRANSFERM   b. TRANCFORM   c. TRANSFORM   d. TRANSXORM

16.

enrage, anger, provoke, irritate
a. INFURIAT   b. INFURIATE   c. INFURIITE   d. INFURIEAT

17.

countless, many, numerous, infinite
a. INUMERABLE   b. INNUMIRABLE   c. INNUMERABLE   d. INNUMERABLEE

18.

rudeness, nerve, cheek, face
a. IMPERRTINENCE   b. EMPERTINENCE   c. IMPERTINENCE   d. IMPARTINENCE

19.

lacking in, without, free from, wanting in
a. DEVOID   b. DEVOED   c. DIVOID   d. DEVOIDE

20.

not capable of being lived in
a. UNINHABITABEL   b. UNINHABITABL   c. UNINHABITABLE   d. UNINHABITABLEE

21.

taking part, contribution, partnership, involvement
a. PARTICIPATEE   b. PERTICIPETE   c. PARTICIPATE   d. PARTICIPAT
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Choose the best option the completes the sentences below:

22. . Athena answered this ______ by grabbing Arachne and saying, "You and all your 
descendants shall spin, and your spinning will remind people never to compete with the 
gods."
a. shrivel   b. participate   c. transform   d. impertinence   e. infuriate

23. Although they cover less than 6 percent of the world's land surface, these regions are 
the habitats for ______ species of plants and animals.
a. frigid   b. reputation   c. innumerable   d. retract   e. uninhabitable

24. At a young age, she had learned to spin her father's wool into a ______, soft thread and 
to weave the thread into the finest cloth.
a. array   b. thrive   c. devoid   d. delicate   e. coexist

25. Surprisingly, though, it is rich in animal life, which thrives, thanks to ______ provided by 
the sea.
a. delicate   b. encircle   c. temperate   d. artisan   e. nourishment

26. Infuriated at the thought of losing, Arachne began to weave pictures of evil things gods 
had done to people.
a. lurk   b. impertinence   c. infuriate   d. innumerable   e. innumerable

27. I challenge Athena to answer my words and ______ in a contest to prove just who is the 
most skillful.
a. shrivel   b. reputation   c. participate   d. impertinence   e. frigid

28. Arachne was momentarily shaken but soon recovered. She would not ______ her 
challenge.
a. retract   b. thrive   c. infuriate   d. encircle   e. transform

29. ______, dry, and icy, Antarctica at the South Pole is almost devoid of plants.
a. artisan   b. temperate   c. frigid   d. devoid   e. nourishment

30. Surprisingly, though, it is rich in animal life, which ______s, thanks to nourishment 
provided by the sea.
a. lurk   b. thrive   c. uninhabitable   d. array   e. delicate

31. These animals can ______ in a mountain setting with foragers, such as Himalayan ibexes 
and Alpine voles.
a. coexist   b. participate   c. reputation   d. temperate   e. frigid

32. Grasslands boast a wide ______ of wildlife. Plants, insects, reptiles, birds, and a wide 
assortment of mammals can be found in the grasslands.
a. impertinence   b. thrive   c. coexist   d. encircle   e. array

33. Even the nymphs of the forests would sometimes ______ about the windows of her 
cottage, hoping to catch a glimpse of Arachne's talented hands at work.
a. lurk   b. devoid   c. delicate   d. artisan   e. transform
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34. The seemingly barren region that ______s the North Pole is marked by long, cold winters.
a. innumerable   b. nourishment   c. shrivel   d. encircle   e. participate

35. Frigid, dry, and icy, Antarctica at the South Pole is almost ______ of plants.
a. devoid   b. retract   c. uninhabitable   d. transform   e. infuriate

36. At that Arachne ______ed into a small brown spider with six thin legs.
a. array   b. participate   c. shrivel   d. encircle   e. reputation

37. Arachne lived with her father, an ______ famous for the beautiful dyes he used to color 
his fine wools.
a. delicate   b. coexist   c. devoid   d. shrivel   e. artisan

38. Not as dry as deserts nor as moist as forests or jungles, grasslands are most abundant 
in the ______ regions of the earth.
a. nourishment   b. infuriate   c. temperate   d. innumerable   e. retract

39. She soon earned a ______ as the finest weaver in all of Greece.
a. lurk   b. impertinence   c. reputation   d. temperate   e. artisan

40. Even more ______ than the regions at the polar tips of the earth is the desert.
a. thrive   b. frigid   c. uninhabitable   d. lurk   e. innumerable

41. Before Arachne could finish her challenge, the old woman ______ed herself into a tall, 
beautiful woman dressed in flowing white robes.
a. temperate   b. shrivel   c. delicate   d. reputation   e. transform
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42. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

Arachne tha Weaver 1.

Arachne lived with her fether, an artisan famous for the beautiful dyes he 2.
used to color his fine wools. Ate a young age, she had learned to spin her 3.
father's wool into a delicate, soft thread end to weave the thread into the 4.
fineste cloth. 5.

As Arachne grew, so did her skills. Each piece of cluth she wove was more 6.
beautiful than the last. She soon earned an reputation as the finest weaver 7.
in all of Greece. People traveled for miles just to whatch her skillful hands 8.
create fine, colorful cloth. Even the nymphs of the forests wood 9.
sometimes lurk about tha windows of her cottage, hoping to catch a 10.
glimpse of Arachne's talentd hands at work. 11.

Before long, however, people began to whisper, "No humane could have 12.
taught her to spin the thread end weave it into such magnificent cloth. 13.
Athena, tha goddess of wisdom and art, must have taught her." 14.

Such talk made Arachne angry. One day, she could stand it noe longer. "I 15.
learned my skills through long days and nights off practice," she said. 16.
"Athena is no metch for my skills." 17.

The crowd was stunned. Finally an old woman spoke upp. "You fool! You 18.
must ask Athena's forgiveness for such a ramark." 19.

"Never!" snapped Arachne. "I challenge Athena too answer my words by 20.
participating in a kontest to prove just who is the most skillful." 21.

Before Arachne coud finish her challenge, the old woman transformed 22.
herself into a tall, beautiful woman dresssed in flowing white robes. 23.
Everyone knew immediately thet the old woman was Athena herself. 24.
Arachne was momentarily shaken but sown recovered. She would not 25.
retract her chalenge. 26.

The two approached a pair of looms and began too weave the colorful 27.
wowl into cloth. For a few moments their skills seemed equal, but 28.
gradually Athena moved ahead. Infuriated at the thought off losing, 29.
Arachne began to weave pictures of evil things godse had done to people. 30.
Athesa answered this impertinence by grabbing Arachne and saying, 31.
"You and all your descendants shall spin, and your spinning will ramind 32.
people never to kompete with the gods." 33.

At that Arachne shriveled into an small brown spider with six thin legs. She 34.
hung from one of the fine threads on her loom. All spiders are desended 35.
from Arachne, and their webs are a reminder that noe mortal is equal to 36.
tha gods. 37.
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1. Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid below.
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ACROSS
1. If something provides a person, animal, or 

plant with ______, it provides them with 
the food that is necessary for life, growth, 
and good health.

3. If someone or something ______s, they do 
well and are successful, healthy, or strong.

DOWN
2. When something ______s or when 

something ______s it, it becomes dryer and 
smaller, often with lines in its surface, as a 
result of losing the water it contains.

5. To have a ______ for something means to 
be known or remembered for it.
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4. An ______ of different things or people is a 
large number or wide range of them.

7. If someone talks or behaves in a rather 
impolite and disrespectful way, you can 
call this behavior ______ or an ______.

9. If you ______ in an activity, you take part in 
it.

11. If something or someone ______s you, they 
make you extremely angry.

12. If you say that someone or something is 
______ of a quality or thing, you are 
emphasizing that they have none of it.

14. ______ is used to describe a climate or a 
place which is never extremely hot or 
extremely cold.

17. To ______ something or someone means to 
surround or enclose them, or to go round 
them.

19. To ______ something into something else 
means to change or convert it into that 
thing.

6. If a place is ______, it is impossible for 
people to live there, for example because 
it is dangerous or unhealthy.

7. ______ means very many, or too many to 
be counted.

8. If you ______ something that you have said 
or written, you say that you did not mean 
it.

10. If one thing ______s with another, they 
exist together at the same time or in the 
same place. You can also say that two 
things ______.

13. Something that is ______ is small and 
beautifully shaped.

15. An ______ is someone whose job requires 
skill with their hands.

16. ______ means extremely cold.
18. If someone ______s somewhere, they wait 

there secretly so that they cannot be seen, 
usually because they intend to do 
something bad.

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled
word in the space by the question number.

2. b

food, nutrition, sustenance, nutriment
a. NOURISHMANT   b. NOURISHMENT   c. NOURICHMENT   d. NOURISSHMENT

3. c

withdraw, take back, revoke, disown
a. RETRACCT   b. RATRACT   c. RETRACT   d. REZRACT

4. a

To live together in peace
a. COEXIST   b. COEXICT   c. COEXISTE   d. KOEXIST

5. a

Something's or someone's ______ is the opinion that people have about how good they 
are. If they have a good ______, people think they are good.

a. REPUTATION   b. REPUTATIONE   c. REPUTATTION   d. RAPUTATION

6. d

surround, ring, circle, enclose
a. NCIRCL   b. ENCIRCEL   c. ENCIRCAL   d. ENCIRCLE

7. a

prosper, do well, flourish, increase
a. THRIVE   b. THRIV   c. THRIVA   d. THRIVVE
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8. b

freezing, cold, frozen, icy
a. FRIGIDE   b. FRIGID   c. FRIGED   d. FRRIGID

9. a

Something that is ______ has a color, taste, or smell which is pleasant and not strong or 
intense.

a. DELICATE   b. DELICEAT   c. DELIKATE   d. DELLICATE

10. d

hide, sneak, crouch, prowl
a. LUFK   b. LURRK   c. LERK   d. LURK

11. a

wither, dry (up), wilt, shrink
a. SHRIVEL   b. SHRIVELE   c. SHRIVELL   d. CHRIVEL

12. b

An ______ of objects is a collection of them that is displayed or arranged in a particular 
way.

a. ARRAEE   b. ARRAY   c. ARAY   d. ARRAE

13. d

mild, moderate, balmy, fair
a. TMPRAT   b. TEMPEREAT   c. TEMPIRATE   d. TEMPERATE

14. b

craftsman or woman or person, technician, mechanic, journeyman
a. ARTIGAN   b. ARTISAN   c. ARTTISAN   d. ARTISYN

15. c

To ______ something or someone means to change them completely and suddenly so 
that they are much better or more attractive.

a. TRANSFERM   b. TRANCFORM   c. TRANSFORM   d. TRANSXORM

16. b

enrage, anger, provoke, irritate
a. INFURIAT   b. INFURIATE   c. INFURIITE   d. INFURIEAT

17. c

countless, many, numerous, infinite
a. INUMERABLE   b. INNUMIRABLE   c. INNUMERABLE   d. INNUMERABLEE

18. c

rudeness, nerve, cheek, face
a. IMPERRTINENCE   b. EMPERTINENCE   c. IMPERTINENCE   d. IMPARTINENCE

19. a

lacking in, without, free from, wanting in
a. DEVOID   b. DEVOED   c. DIVOID   d. DEVOIDE

20. c

not capable of being lived in
a. UNINHABITABEL   b. UNINHABITABL   c. UNINHABITABLE   d. UNINHABITABLEE

21. c

taking part, contribution, partnership, involvement
a. PARTICIPATEE   b. PERTICIPETE   c. PARTICIPATE   d. PARTICIPAT
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Choose the best option the completes the sentences below:

22. d . Athena answered this ______ by grabbing Arachne and saying, "You and all your 
descendants shall spin, and your spinning will remind people never to compete with the 
gods."
a. shrivel   b. participate   c. transform   d. impertinence   e. infuriate

23. c Although they cover less than 6 percent of the world's land surface, these regions are 
the habitats for ______ species of plants and animals.
a. frigid   b. reputation   c. innumerable   d. retract   e. uninhabitable

24. d At a young age, she had learned to spin her father's wool into a ______, soft thread and 
to weave the thread into the finest cloth.
a. array   b. thrive   c. devoid   d. delicate   e. coexist

25. e Surprisingly, though, it is rich in animal life, which thrives, thanks to ______ provided by 
the sea.
a. delicate   b. encircle   c. temperate   d. artisan   e. nourishment

26. c Infuriated at the thought of losing, Arachne began to weave pictures of evil things gods 
had done to people.
a. lurk   b. impertinence   c. infuriate   d. innumerable   e. innumerable

27. c I challenge Athena to answer my words and ______ in a contest to prove just who is the 
most skillful.
a. shrivel   b. reputation   c. participate   d. impertinence   e. frigid

28. a Arachne was momentarily shaken but soon recovered. She would not ______ her 
challenge.
a. retract   b. thrive   c. infuriate   d. encircle   e. transform

29. c ______, dry, and icy, Antarctica at the South Pole is almost devoid of plants.
a. artisan   b. temperate   c. frigid   d. devoid   e. nourishment

30. b Surprisingly, though, it is rich in animal life, which ______s, thanks to nourishment 
provided by the sea.
a. lurk   b. thrive   c. uninhabitable   d. array   e. delicate

31. a These animals can ______ in a mountain setting with foragers, such as Himalayan ibexes 
and Alpine voles.
a. coexist   b. participate   c. reputation   d. temperate   e. frigid

32. e Grasslands boast a wide ______ of wildlife. Plants, insects, reptiles, birds, and a wide 
assortment of mammals can be found in the grasslands.
a. impertinence   b. thrive   c. coexist   d. encircle   e. array

33. a Even the nymphs of the forests would sometimes ______ about the windows of her 
cottage, hoping to catch a glimpse of Arachne's talented hands at work.
a. lurk   b. devoid   c. delicate   d. artisan   e. transform
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34. d The seemingly barren region that ______s the North Pole is marked by long, cold winters.
a. innumerable   b. nourishment   c. shrivel   d. encircle   e. participate

35. a Frigid, dry, and icy, Antarctica at the South Pole is almost ______ of plants.
a. devoid   b. retract   c. uninhabitable   d. transform   e. infuriate

36. c At that Arachne ______ed into a small brown spider with six thin legs.
a. array   b. participate   c. shrivel   d. encircle   e. reputation

37. e Arachne lived with her father, an ______ famous for the beautiful dyes he used to color 
his fine wools.
a. delicate   b. coexist   c. devoid   d. shrivel   e. artisan

38. c Not as dry as deserts nor as moist as forests or jungles, grasslands are most abundant 
in the ______ regions of the earth.
a. nourishment   b. infuriate   c. temperate   d. innumerable   e. retract

39. c She soon earned a ______ as the finest weaver in all of Greece.
a. lurk   b. impertinence   c. reputation   d. temperate   e. artisan

40. c Even more ______ than the regions at the polar tips of the earth is the desert.
a. thrive   b. frigid   c. uninhabitable   d. lurk   e. innumerable

41. e Before Arachne could finish her challenge, the old woman ______ed herself into a tall, 
beautiful woman dressed in flowing white robes.
a. temperate   b. shrivel   c. delicate   d. reputation   e. transform
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42. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

Arachne tha Weaver 1. the

Arachne lived with her fether, an artisan famous for the beautiful dyes he 2. father
used to color his fine wools. Ate a young age, she had learned to spin her 3. At
father's wool into a delicate, soft thread end to weave the thread into the 4. and
fineste cloth. 5. finest

As Arachne grew, so did her skills. Each piece of cluth she wove was more 6. cloth
beautiful than the last. She soon earned an reputation as the finest weaver 7. a
in all of Greece. People traveled for miles just to whatch her skillful hands 8. watch
create fine, colorful cloth. Even the nymphs of the forests wood 9. would
sometimes lurk about tha windows of her cottage, hoping to catch a 10. the
glimpse of Arachne's talentd hands at work. 11. talented

Before long, however, people began to whisper, "No humane could have 12. human
taught her to spin the thread end weave it into such magnificent cloth. 13. and
Athena, tha goddess of wisdom and art, must have taught her." 14. the

Such talk made Arachne angry. One day, she could stand it noe longer. "I 15. no
learned my skills through long days and nights off practice," she said. 16. of
"Athena is no metch for my skills." 17. match

The crowd was stunned. Finally an old woman spoke upp. "You fool! You 18. up
must ask Athena's forgiveness for such a ramark." 19. remark

"Never!" snapped Arachne. "I challenge Athena too answer my words by 20. to
participating in a kontest to prove just who is the most skillful." 21. contest

Before Arachne coud finish her challenge, the old woman transformed 22. could
herself into a tall, beautiful woman dresssed in flowing white robes. 23. dressed
Everyone knew immediately thet the old woman was Athena herself. 24. that
Arachne was momentarily shaken but sown recovered. She would not 25. soon
retract her chalenge. 26. challenge

The two approached a pair of looms and began too weave the colorful 27. to
wowl into cloth. For a few moments their skills seemed equal, but 28. wool
gradually Athena moved ahead. Infuriated at the thought off losing, 29. of
Arachne began to weave pictures of evil things godse had done to people. 30. gods
Athesa answered this impertinence by grabbing Arachne and saying, 31. Athena
"You and all your descendants shall spin, and your spinning will ramind 32. remind
people never to kompete with the gods." 33. compete

At that Arachne shriveled into an small brown spider with six thin legs. She 34. a
hung from one of the fine threads on her loom. All spiders are desended 35. descended
from Arachne, and their webs are a reminder that noe mortal is equal to 36. no
tha gods. 37. the
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